
 

What is PipeSim? PipeSim is a network analysis software for exploring, visualizing, and performing complex data analysis on the web. This guide will walk you through how to set up your first project with a simple scenario that will give you a taste of what PipeSim has to offer.

What skills are necessary to use this program? To have success using PipeSim, it's important that you have working knowledge of networking theory and fundamentals. This includes being familiar with standard TCP/IP protocols like HTTP and SSH, along with some basic Linux concepts like paths, permissions, etc. 

What is the hardware and software requirements? PipeSim is an open-source software tool available for Linux, OSX and Windows. No special hardware or software is required to use this program, but you will need a free PipeSim account to get started.

How do I create my first pipe network? After you have signed up for a PipeSim account, go to Networks ->My Networks and click the "Create new network" button. This will launch a text editor that you can use to configure your pipe network: This tutorial will guide you through configuring your first project. First, click the drop-down menu to select "HTTP Capture". This option will start a virtual
web server on the right side of the screen which will host your site. Next, set up your scenario by clicking Add Request and entering a URL to serve, for example http://www.google.com/index.html . Click Add Response to configure the response page by entering its contents in the text box. Click Create Connection to create a connection between request and response that will be useful later when
analyzing network traffic. Click Create Pipe now to create your first pipe, which is essentially a graph showing interconnectivity between nodes in your network. Finally, add your first node. PipeSim can handle two types of nodes: You can drag and drop the nodes to rearrange them how you like, or use the arrows above and below to slide them along their connections. Once you're satisfied with your
network, click Save and give it a name. That's it! You've successfully created your first pipe network! How do I organize my pipes into projects? For complex networks with many pipes, you may want to create separate folders for each project in order to make managing them easier. To move a pipe network to another folder, hover over the node (i.e. the small circle) in one of its connections and click
"Move Node". Drag the pipe to the desired folder and release. To move a whole project, click "Move Project" in the upper right corner of your pipe network. 

What is the PipeViewer? The PipeViewer is an interactive 3D viewer that can visualize all nodes and connections in your network. To learn how to use PipeViewer, go to How do I use the PipeLayer? 

How do I add HTTP traffic into my network? Your HTTP server should start sending data when you hit "Reload". If it doesn't, check out this tutorial for more information on troubleshooting common issues: http://www.pipesim.
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